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Real Viking Fans show they are Fans of the Viking Culture or Born in Iceland, Sweden, Finland, Danmark Viking Norse Mythology, great for Viking Lovers
who are into Gods, Odin, Vikings, Valhalla and Norse Culture a great Gift for Viking Lovers to write some Notes or a Diary
This book analyses the Nordic pre-Christian ideology of rulership, and its confrontation with, survival into and adaptation to the European Christian ideals
during the transition from the Viking to the Middle Ages from the ninth to the thirteenth century.
Enthralling, well-documented, and vivid account by a leading authority on the subject chronicles the activities of those bold sea raiders of the North who
terrorized Europe from the 8th to the 11th centuries.
The History of Canada From the Vikings to the Present
The MacLomain Series: Viking Ancestors' Kin
God of Vengeance
Rise to Greatness
Cnut: Rise of a Viking Warrior
A Saga of The Viking and The Samurai

The sequel of The Viking and The Samurai Saga continue in this 2-in-1 epic adventure... Book One: Kingdom Fall.. Eight
years have passed since Viking warrior Bjorn Thorgunson had saved the world, even at the sacrifice of his friend,
Samurai warrior Hiro Kishimoto. Now, a widower left alone, he and other heroes were never prepared for the invasion
that had come to Annendale: The immortal Kaiyun Empire. He must protect his son and chosen children and put his trust
in people who are determined to stop the tyranny of this new evil and save the world once again. Book Two: Heroes
Rise.. Bjorn Thorgunson is on a journey to rescue a friend from the world in which they both came. Meanwhile, Sectyra
Okuma is preparing for a siege on Jyoseon unbeknownst to him, the Sage, Varro seeks to sabotage him. Torvin, Ezra,
Hiro and Saya all prepare with the Sacred Guardians to stop Okuma while Link and the people of Annendale seek to take
back the Kingdom. Once the dust clears and the battle settles, another war is on the horizon as Varro seeks to resurrect
an evil so powerful that it would threaten to consume th e world in flames. And the heroes of the world race to stop him..
"The Rise of Little Big Norway" explores the unlikely rise of Norway from peripherality to today’s global steward with an
enviable work-life balance, influential oil fund and Arctic front-row seat. Drawing on wide-ranging source material, John
Ross’s original approach combines astute observation, thoughtful analysis and a flowing essay style, leavened with the
comparative insight that only a seasoned observer of the region can bring. The book examines the settings, histories and
niche elements that lend Norway its distinctiveness and differentiate it from its Nordic neighbors. It gives special attention
to the northern and Arctic dimensions of Norwegian life and elaborates a connecting thematic thread, the mobility that
once took Vikings across the Atlantic in open boats and makes today’s Norwegians the most-traveled people on the
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planet. The result is a carefully crafted general study of Norway, a country long overlooked in favor of its Nordic
neighbors but now a quiet force in its own right and a touchstone for twenty-first century issues ranging from identity
politics to the Arctic melt. This book fills a major gap in the literature on Norway and the Nordic region.
Christianity and European-style monarchy—the cross and the scepter—were introduced to Scandinavia in the tenth
century, a development that was to have profound implications for all of Europe. Cross and Scepter is a concise history
of the Scandinavian kingdoms from the age of the Vikings to the Reformation, written by Scandinavia's leading medieval
historian. Sverre Bagge shows how the rise of the three kingdoms not only changed the face of Scandinavia, but also
helped make the territorial state the standard political unit in Western Europe. He describes Scandinavia’s momentous
conversion to Christianity and the creation of church and monarchy there, and traces how these events transformed
Scandinavian law and justice, military and administrative organization, social structure, political culture, and the division
of power among the king, aristocracy, and common people. Bagge sheds important new light on the reception of
Christianity and European learning in Scandinavia, and on Scandinavian history writing, philosophy, political thought, and
courtly culture. He looks at the reception of European impulses and their adaptation to Scandinavian conditions, and
examines the relationship of the three kingdoms to each other and the rest of Europe, paying special attention to the interScandinavian unions and their consequences for the concept of government and the division of power. Cross and
Scepter provides an essential introduction to Scandinavian medieval history for scholars and general readers alike,
offering vital new insights into state formation and cultural change in Europe.
Cross and Scepter
Winter's Fire
The Vikings in Western Christendom, A.D. 789 to A.D. 888
Valhalla Notebook
Wings of the Storm
Viking Ships on the Ocean Great for Viking Lovers Years Planer and After Them 67 Pages Dotgrid Combined in One
Book

"This collection offers the first scholarly investigation of Conan, from Howard's early stories, through mid-century novels and
Schwarzenegger's iconic films, to the 2011 remake. Drawing on disciplines such as stylometry, archeology, cultural studies, folklore studies,
and literary history, the essays examine statistical analyses of Conan texts, the literary genesis of Conan, parodies, Conan video games, and
more"--Provided by publisher.
Although occupied only relatively briefly in the long span of world prehistory, Scandinavia is an extraordinary laboratory for investigating
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past human societies. The area was essentially unoccupied until the end of the last Ice Age when the melting of huge ice sheets left behind a
fresh, barren land surface, which was eventually covered by flora and fauna. The first humans did not arrive until sometime after 13,500
BCE. The prehistoric remains of human activity in Scandinavia - much of it remarkably preserved in its bogs, lakes, and fjords - have given
archaeologists a richly detailed portrait of the evolution of human society. In this book, Doug Price provides an archaeological history of
Scandinavia-a land mass comprising the modern countries of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway-from the arrival of the first humans after the
last Ice Age to the end of the Viking period, ca. AD 1050. Constructed similarly to the author's previous book, Europe before Rome, Ancient
Scandinaviaprovides overviews of each prehistoric epoch followed by detailed, illustrative examples from the archaeological record. An
engrossing and comprehensive picture emerges of change across the millennia, as human society evolves from small bands of hunter gatherers to large farming communities to the complex warrior cultures of the Bronze and Iron Ages, which culminated in the spectacular
rise of the Vikings. The material evidence of these past societies - arrowheads from reindeer hunts, megalithic tombs, rock art, beautifully
wrought weaponry, Viking warships - give vivid testimony to the ancient humans who once called home this often unforgiving edge of the
inhabitable world.
Real Viking Fans show they are Fans of the Viking Culture or Born in Iceland, Sweden, Finland, DanmarkViking Norse Mythology with
Viking Axe and a Viking Ship Illustration completed with some Viking Swords, great for Viking Lovers who are into Gods, Odin, Vikings
and Norse Culture great Gift for Viking Lovers to put some Notes or write a Diary
Scandinavia, Iceland, Ireland, Orkney and the Faeroes
Dark Star Rising
The Rising of the Moon, and Other Ballads, Etc
(The Rise of Sigurd 1): A thrilling, action-packed Viking saga from bestselling author Giles Kristian
Rise of a Viking
995 (Circ. )-1035 and the Rise of Danish Imperialism During the Viking Age
The Northmen’s Fury tells the Viking story, from the first pinprick raids of the eighth century to the
great armies that left their Scandinavian homelands to conquer larger parts of France, Britain and
Ireland. It recounts the epic voyages that took them across the Atlantic to the icy fjords of Greenland
and to North America over four centuries before Columbus and east to the great rivers of Russia and
the riches of the Byzantine empire. One summer’s day in 793, death arrived from the sea. The raiders
who sacked the island monastery of Lindisfarne were the first Vikings, sea-borne attackers who
brought two centuries of terror to northern Europe. Before long the sight of their dragon-prowed
longships and the very name of Viking gave rise to fear and dread, so much so that monks were
reputed to pray each night for delivery from ‘the Northmen’s Fury’. Yet for all their reputation as
bloodthirsty warriors, the Vikings possessed a sophisticated culture that produced art of great
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beauty, literature of abiding power and kingdoms of surprising endurance. The Northmen’s Fury
describes how and why a region at the edge of Europe came to dominate and to terrorise much of the
rest of the continent for nearly three centuries and how, in the end, the coming of Christianity and
the growing power of kings tempered the Viking ferocity and stemmed the tide of raids. It relates the
astonishing achievement of the Vikings in forging far-flung empires whose sinews were the sea and
whose arteries were not roads but maritime trading routes. The blood of the Vikings runs in millions
of veins in Europe and the Americas and the tale of their conquests, explorations and achievements
continues to inspire people around the world.
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character
Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are
images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy.
A Viking saga of warmongering, honour and loyalty from the Sunday Times bestselling author of
Lancelot, Giles Kristian. Perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell and Games of Thrones. "A fitting end to
a trilogy that fans of Bernard Cornwell should devour" -- THE TIMES "The master storyteller...whose
books throw the reader headlong into the Viking age." -- BEN KANE "This remains Viking writing at its
best: thrilling in it truest sense, heart-rendering and, yes, glorious." -- MANDA SCOTT "Probably the
best Viking saga I have ever read -- ***** Reader review "Wonderfully written and researched, the
whole series makes the entire Nordic world come alive" -- ***** Reader review "This trilogy is gripping
from start to finish" -- ***** Reader review ***************************************** THE GODS MUST BE
FAVOURED... Norway, AD 785. A wild place, a place of blood, a place where the gods hold sway . . .
Sigurd Haraldarson and his oathsworn band are winning fame and reputation. But to confront his
hated enemy - the oath-breaker and betrayer King Gorm - they must win riches too. When a daring
raid goes wrong, Sigurd finds himself a prisoner of the powerful Jarl Guthrum. Bound like a slave, he
is taken to the sacred temple at Ubsola to face the sacrificial knife. But here Sigurd discovers a
potent relic: Gungnir, a great spear that would give him the power to assemble a host strong enough
to challenge King Gorm, and avenge the betrayal of his father and the murder of his family. The roar
of Odin and the wild hunt will be as nothing compared to Sigurd's rage, for he and his warriors will be
borne on the wings of the storm . . . Wings of the Storm concludes the Viking saga, started in God of
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Vengeance and Winter's Fire.
The Vikings
(The Rise of Sigurd 3): An all-action, gripping Viking saga from bestselling author Giles Kristian
Vikings and the Vikings
A 60 Minute History of Raids, Trades, and Profound European Influence by One of the World's Most
Interesting Cultures to Have Ever Lived
A Reader, Second Edition
War of the Vikings
The Wise Viking: The Wisdom of the Fearsome Warriors of the Past The word Viking simply means, ʻpiracyʼ or ʻfreebooting
voyageʼ in Old Norse language. But who are they and why we are not that much aware about a group called Vikings? The reason
is that they didnʼt left any writings regarding what they did from the ninth century to the eleventh century. It may be in the 19th
century that people started knowing about these people from drawings which were carved in stones. You may wonder that Vikings
are imputed for discovering a number of European Cities. Vikings were the Scandinavian people who dominated the Northern
European homelands and extended their trades to other parts of the Europe. This book, ʻThe Wise Viking : The Wisdom of the
fearsome Warriors of the pastʼ, has the best collection of words from these adventurous people. Lets indulge in their diversified
quotes…
Masterful, ambitious, and groundbreaking, this is a major new history of our country by one of our most respected thinkers and
historians -- a book every Canadian should own. From the acclaimed biographer and historian Conrad Black comes the definitive
history of Canada -- a revealing, groundbreaking account of the people and events that shaped a nation. Spanning 874 to 2014,
and beginning from Canada's first inhabitants and the early explorers, this masterful history challenges our perception of our
history and Canada's role in the world. From Champlain to Carleton, Baldwin and Lafontaine, to MacDonald, Laurier, and King,
Canada's role in peace and war, to Quebec's quest for autonomy, Black takes on sweeping themes and vividly recounts the story
of Canada's development from colony to dominion to country. Black persuasively reveals that while many would argue that
Canada was perhaps never predestined for greatness, the opposite is in fact true: the emergence of a magnificent country, against
all odds, was a remarkable achievement. Brilliantly conceived, this major new reexamination of our country's history is a riveting
tour de force by one of the best writers writing today.
The evil in East Salem is no longer content to hide in the shadows. The stakes̶and the darkness̶are rising. Dani Harris thought
there wasnʼt much left that could surprise her after serving as a forensic psychiatrist in East Salem. And Tommy Gunderson has
faced few challenges in his life that he couldnʼt overcome by either physical strength or his celebrity status. But as they race to
uncover whatʼs really happening behind the high walls of St. Adrianʼs Academy, it becomes clear that supernatural forces have
been at work here for generations. And now their focus is on making sure Dani and Tommy donʼt interfere. When the unseen
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becomes seen, faith is the only weapon strong enough to fight in a battle involving not just murder and betrayal̶but angels and
demons. “Wiehlʼs latest is a truly creepy story with supernatural undertones that seem eerily real.” -Romantic Times review of
Waking Hours
Viking Warrior Spirit
Viking Warrior Rising
The Rise of Little Big Norway
The Viking Age
Notebook Squared for Viking Lovers
THE WISE VIKING

"King of all England and Denmark and the Norwegians and of some of the Swedes" - Cnut's self-proclaimed title "Knut was exceptionally tall
and strong, and the handsomest of men, all except for his nose, that was thin, high-set, and rather hooked. He had a fair complexion nonethe-less, and a fine, thick head of hair. His eyes were better than those of other men, both the handsomer and the keener of their sight." Knytlinga Saga In a sense, Cnut the Great was practically destined for greatness, if only because he came from a distinguished Danish royal
family. Cnut's father was Sweyn Forkbeard, and his grandfather was Harald Bluetooth, both prominent and legendary kings of Denmark.
Meanwhile, his mother was the widow of the Swedish king Erik the Victorious, the daughter of the Polish duke Mieszko, and a sister of the
Polish king Boleslav Chrobry (Lund 1999: 28). Thanks to his background and his own abilities, Cnut became the most prominent of the
Danish kings of England (from 1016), but he was also at times king of Denmark (from 1018-9), Norway (from 1028), and parts of Sweden
(after 1026). During his reign, he united England, protected Denmark, and had a lot of influence throughout Scandinavia, a remarkable feat
that he managed to accomplish through careful alliances and diplomacy, yet most often through direct force. For that reason, Cnut has been
referred to as the greatest Anglo-Saxon king of England, despite the fact he wasn't actually Anglo-Saxon. His death in 1035 came shortly
before the Norman conquest of England by William the Conqueror. For centuries, the Vikings had been raiding throughout the region,
including in the British Isles, and Cnut's campaigns represented the apex of that activity. Somewhat ironically, Cnut is one of the bestdocumented leaders of the Vikings, a civilization that fascinates people mostly because they still seem mysterious and different compared to
their European counterparts. Like many rulers of that era, Cnut was mostly forgotten in the centuries after his death, even though some
medieval texts and chronicles documented his life and reign. However, an association with the Vikings has helped resurrect interest in Cnut
nearly 1,000 years after his death. Interest in the Vikings peaked across Europe in the 18th and 19th centuries, particularly during the socalled Viking Revival of that era. With that came scholarly pursuits that sought to discover more about the Viking Age, as archaeologists
began digging for Viking remains in earnest and linguistic enthusiasts looked to the Old Norse languages to better understand the English
language. During that same time, the Vikings became ubiquitous in pop culture; the cultural depictions of Vikings in art and literature all
contributed to the colorful mischaracterizations still associated with the Vikings today.
Norway, AD 785. A wild place, a place of blood, a place where the gods must be favoured . . . Sigurd Haraldarson and his oathsworn band
are winning fame and reputation. But to confront his hated enemy - the oath-breaker and betrayer King Gorm - they must win riches too.
When a daring raid goes wrong, Sigurd finds himself a prisoner of the powerful Jarl Guthrum. Bound like a slave, he is taken to the sacred
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temple at Ubsola to face the sacrificial knife. But here Sigurd discovers a potent relic- Gungnir, a great spear that would give him the power to
assemble a host strong enough to challenge King Gorm, and avenge the betrayal of his father and the murder of his family. The roar of Odin
and the wild hunt will be as nothing compared to Sigurd?s rage, for he and his warriors will be borne on the wings of the storm . . .With Wings
of the Storm, one of our finest young historical novelists brings his extraordinary Viking saga - an adventure to that is sure to satisfy any
'Game of Thrones' fan - to a triumphant close.
Cybil is thrilled when she and her family inherit a million dollar ocean-side house in Winter Harbor, Maine. It's a chance to finally bring her
sisters back together and right old wrongs. But problems arise. Her gift of prophecy grows stronger. A Viking from the past haunts her. And
that old ash tree in the front yard? It has taken on the otherworldly qualities of Yggdrasill, a tree that connects the nine worlds in Norse
mythology. Soon caught in its power, she's whisked back in time to tenth-century Scandinavia.Of dragon blood and set to inherit the throne,
Heidrek Sigdir tries to keep Cybil away, but the gods have other plans. A fate designed to make him pay for past grievances. Yet when he
finally lays eyes on her, he wants nothing else. They share a connection unlike any other. Poignant desire. Incomparable need. Tempting
change. Even so, he must let her go. She should be with his brother. Still, nothing is what it seems. A new enemy is determined to destroy all
and Cybil is special to him and his people in ways nobody anticipated.Many revelations come to light when Heidrek and Cybil are forced to
journey across the rugged lands of Norway to reach the home of the seers at the peak of Mt. Galdhøpiggen. Hearts will be tested and lives
forever changed. Will a new Viking King rise up and keep his people safe? Or will his endless draw to a modern day woman be his ultimate
ruin?
Rise and Fall of the Norse Sea Kings
Conan Meets the Academy
Rise of the Guardians
Darkness Rising
The Northmen's Fury
Canute the Great, 995 (circ)-1035
This full-color book is the ultimate companion to the War of the Vikings video game by Fatshark and Paradox Interactive. It's divided into two parts: THE
GAME and THE HISTORY. THE GAME section is written by veteran players of War of Roses who have now spent months honing their skills in the War of the
Vikings, both on the early access servers and in specialized test servers. They introduce you to the basic concepts of the game as well as teach you advanced
fighting techniques. The guide includes: *Customizing your Character - make your Viking or Saxon unique. *Melee & Archery tactics - master strikes, parries,
special attacks and more. *Team Play - transform your ragtag team into an effective fighting machine. *The Battlegrounds - All eleven map levels of the game
are described in detail, with vivid full-color maps. THE HISTORY section, written by historical author M Harold Page, gives an insightful yet fun overview of
the Viking era in England. Learn about your enemy before you kill him! The section includes: *Colorful details about life in England 870 AD: the family, the
law, the religions. *The Warriors: How Vikings and Saxons fought and why. *The Legends of Ragnar Lodbrok and Ivar the Boneless, mighty Viking kings. *The
Rise of Alfred the Great and the final showdown with the Viking invaders.
A glorious, bloody, perfect Viking saga of honour, courage, blood feud and revenge from the Sunday Times bestselling author of Lancelot, Giles Kristian.
Perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell and Games of Thrones. "Unrelenting pace, brilliant action and characters. A masterwork." - CONN IGGULDEN "Actionpacked storytelling which stirs the blood and thrills the soul" - WILBUR SMITH "Easily one of the best books I've had the pleasure to read" - ***** Reader
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review. ******************************************************************************* IT BEGAN WITH THE BETRAYAL OF A LORD
BY A KING... Norway 785 AD. When King Gorm puts Jarl Harald's family to the sword, he makes one fatal mistake - he fails to kill Harald's youngest son,
Sigurd. His kin slain, his village seized, his taken as slaves, Sigurd wonders if the gods have forsaken him. Hunted by powerful men, he is unsure who to trust and
yet he has a small band of loyal followers at his side. With them - and with the help of the All-Father, Odin - he determines to make a king pay for his treachery.
Using cunning and war-craft, Sigurd gathers together a fellowship of warriors - including his father's right-hand man Olaf, Bram (who men call Bear), Black
Floki who wields death with a blade, and the shield maiden Valgerd, who fears no man - and convinces them to follow him. For, whether Ódin is with him or
not, Sigurd WILL have vengeance. And neither men nor gods had best stand in his way . . . Sigurd's story continues in Winter's Fire.
Drawing on a wide range of primary sources, and tracing the astonishing development of the Viking age from the first foreign raids to the rise and fall of
empires, this comprehensive reader is essential to an understanding of Viking history. Chroniclers record European horror in the face of the Viking onslaught. An
Arab diplomat gives a gripping account of an encounter with Norsemen in Russia. Great warriors and kings of the period are heralded in Skaldic poetry. With
unusual power, saga literature narrates the lives of Norse women and men at home and abroad. Brief introductions contextualize the translations and all
unfamiliar terms are explained in the body of the text, making this an extremely readable and user-friendly introduction to the Viking age.
Kingdom of Vikings
The Official Game Guide
(the Rise of Sigurd 2)
Multidisciplinary Essays on the Enduring Barbarian
Canute the Great the Rise of Danish Imperialism During the Viking Age
The Rise of the Scandinavian Kingdoms from the Vikings to the Reformation
Excerpt from Canute the Great: And the Rise of Danish Imperialism During the Viking Age Oward the close of the eighth
century, there appeared in the waters of Western Europe the strange dragon ﬂeets of the N orthmen, the heathen, or the
vikings, as they called them selves, and for more than two hundred years the shores of the West and the Southwest lived
in constant dread of pillage and piracy. The viking invasions have always been of interest to the student of the Middle
Ages; but only recently have historians begun to fathom the full significance of the movement. The British Isles were pre
eminently the field of viking activities. English historians, however, have usually found nothing in the invasions but two
successive waves of destruction. As an eminent writer has tersely stated it, -the Dane contributed nothing to English
civilisation, for he had nothing to con tribute. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully;
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Young half-Elven Saljanon discovers that his father was murdered on his way home from work and his mother replaced by
a shape-shifter. His mother, a princess of the Elven kingdom of Esmendrill, is being held by the hated Dark God
Parklathvar in his stronghold of Teufelschloss. Thus begins Saljanon's quest to rescue his mother against terrifying odds
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and the awesome powers of the Dark God. Along the way, he assembles a band of brave young men and an aging old
warrior, who pit their skills and strength against shape-shifters, Troll warriors, zombie soldiers, and Saljanon's own longlost sister!
The Vikings were a seafaring people from Scandinavia. These Norse people are perhaps best known for their
warmongering, having raided, pirated, traded and settled throughout parts of Europe between the eighth and eleventh
centuries. The Viking Age was profoundly influential to the development of Europe and the history of this period is readily
observable today throughout the continent.But the Vikings and the Viking Age were about much more than bloodthirsty
pirates. Learn the complete history of the Vikings and their way of life in this fast and thrilling read.Grab this book and be
blown away by the unbelievable real-life story of the Vikings, including detailed accounts of: The Raid of Lindisfarne The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle The Vikings Ravage Europe The Vikings as Warriors The First Viking War The Great Heathen Army
Who Were The Vikings? The Vikings as Sailors The Zenith of the Viking Age Viking Presence in Ireland Alfred the Great
Rollo Rognvaldsson The Vikings Everyday Life Viking Religious Beliefs The Viking Government Runes Eric The Red The End
of The Viking Era Silhouette from the Age of the Vikings The Vikings Rise to Power Once More The Viking Legacy And
Much More There is no richer source of captivating real life stories than the Viking Age. Enjoying learning about them
yourself and sharing the stories of this wild period of world history with friends when you grab this book today. The
Vikings were many things - but they were never boring
And the Rise of Danish Imperialism During the Viking Age
Canute the Great, 995 Circ-1035, and the Rise of Danish Imperialism During the Viking Age. [With Plates, Including
Maps.].
A History of the Viking World
Canute the Great
And the Rise of Danish Imperialism During the Viking Age (Classic Reprint)
Ideology and Power in the Viking and Middle Ages
"Action-packed, sexy, and fun! Reminiscent of J.R. Ward̶but with Vikings!"̶Illona Andrews, New York Times bestselling author on Viking
Warrior Rebel A double 2016 RITA Finalist for Best First Book and Paranormal Romance! When Loki's forces descend Immortal Vikings are
humanity's only protection against the dark Under attack from Loki's minions, immortal warlord Leif is shocked to encounter a dark-haired
beauty who fights like a warrior herself. Wounded and feverish, the Viking kisses her, inadvertently triggering an ancient Norse bond. But
when Naya Brisbane breaks away and disappears before the bond is completed, Leif's warrior spirit goes berserk. If Leif doesn't find her
fast, he's going to lose himself to permanent battle fury. But Naya doesn't want to be found...and they're both running out of time. 2016
HOLT Medallion Winner for Best Paranormal/Time Travel/Futuristic/Fantasy! Viking Warriors Series Viking Warrior Rising (Book 1) Viking
Warrior Rebel (Book 2) Praise for Viking Warrior Rising: "Strong world-building, and a hero that will make you want a Viking of your very
own!" -Paige Tyler, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the X-Ops and SWAT series "Move over Highlanders...the Vikings
are coming!"-Rebecca Zanetti, New York Times bestselling author of the Dark Protector series
This essay collection is a wide-ranging exploration of Vikings, the television series that has successfully summoned the historical world of
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the Norse people for modern audiences to enjoy. From a range of critical viewpoints, these all fresh essays explore the ways in which past
and present representations of the Vikings converge in the show's richly textured dramatization of the rise and fall of Ragnar Loobrok--and
the exploits of his heirs--creating what many viewers label a "true" representation of the age. From the show's sources in both saga
literature and Victorian revival, to its engagement with contemporary concerns regarding gender, race and identity, via setting, sex, society
and more, this first book-length study of the History Channel series appeals to fans of the show, Viking enthusiasts, and anyone with an
interest in medievalist representation in the 21st century.
Norway, AD 785 - a vow of vengeance must be kept . . . Sigurd Haraldarson has proved himself a great warrior . . . and a dangerous enemy.
He has gone a long way towards avenging the murder of his family. And yet the oath-breaker King Gorm, who betrayed Sigurd's father, still
lives. And so long as he draws breath, the scales remain unbalanced. The sacred vow to avenge his family burns in Sigurd's veins, but he
must be patient and bide his time. He knows that he and his band of warriors are not yet strong enough to confront the treacherous king.
They need silver, they need more spear-brothers to rally to the young Viking's banner - but more than these, they need to win fame upon
the battlefield. And so the fellowship venture west, to Sweden, to fight as mercenaries. And it is there - in the face of betrayal and bloodshed,
on a journey that will take him all too close to the halls of Valhalla - that Sigurd's destiny will be forged. There, in the inferno of winter's fire
. . . The Vikings return in this thrilling, thunderous sequel to Giles Kristian's bestselling God of Vengeance.
The Wisdom of the Fearsome Warriors of the Past
The Rise and Fall of Norway
A History of the Vikings
The Rise of Danish Imperialism During the Viking Age
Federal Communications Commission Reports
Vikings Rise - Viking World Tour The rise of the Viking Kingdom of Norway is one of the most exciting medieval accounts in history. It traces the lives of Twelve
Kings, from the notorious Viking Age to the High Middle Ages, each with their own unique impact on Scandinavia - and the world.
Their boundless lives involve dramatic power struggles, fierce battles, love affairs, bitter betrayals, and daring voyages into the
unknown. This is an extraordinary story of how a Viking Kingdom was forged, transformed, and ultimately, collapsed. "Not since
my childhood have I read such a comprehensive and exciting narrative on Norwegian history. The concept - a depiction of how the
Norwegian state emerged, flourished, and then collapsed in the late Middle Ages - is very good." - Halvor Tjønn, historian and
author. Simon Vincent is a Norwegian author and film maker. He holds an MSc. from Cass Business School, City University of
London.
Dreams come true for people all of the time, but it always comes at a cost. Cnut, a Viking by blood, but raised in an English town,
dreams of returning to his people. However, it isn't until later that he realizes every deed and act has consequences. Cnut seeks to
have his dream come true, the dream of becoming a Viking warrior, but there are many obstacles in his way. There are prices that
must be paid for him to overcome adversity and achieve his dream, such as escaping the English, fighting off vagabonds, and
raiding the Irish. This is only so that he can reach the beginning of his journey. Join Cnut in his quest to become a Viking warrior
and experience the joy and pain he suffers along the way, as he finds out what he must endure to achieve everything he desires.
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The question remains: Is Cnut willing to pay the price asked so that he can be a true Viking warrior? Find out in this action-packed
and heart-wrenching tale.
Essays on Television's History Channel Series
An Archaeological History from the First Humans to the Vikings
Viking History
A Novel of War and Magic
Canute the Great and the Rise of Danish Imperialism During the Viking Age
Ancient Scandinavia
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